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General William Jackson Palmer was born in Leipsic, Delaware to Quaker parents in
1836. He died in 1909, as an unfathomably wealthy railroad tycoon in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, a city he founded. Today, his castle-like home of Glen Eyrie just outside of Colorado
Springs is a tourist attraction. The city celebrates his legacy with a large bronze statue of him
astride a horse at the intersection of Nevada Ave and East Platte Ave, adjacent to a high school
named after him. Palmer’s actions bridged the East to the West, sometimes literally. More
metaphorically, he connected capitalists from Philadelphia, Wall Street, and London to the
speculative opportunities found on the western frontiers (figure 1). Expansion of railroad access
into the mountains of Colorado via the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad (D&RG) allowed for
the exploitation of mineral wealth, timber and coal resources that otherwise would not have been
viable prospects for investment. Shaped by shareholder demands and his own personal
ambitions, Palmer’s actions helped to create the West as we know it.
Recent academic literature about General Palmer has been sparse. T.R. Witcher’s
“Cutting through Obstacles: The Durango-Silverton Narrow Gauge Branch of the Denver & Rio
Grande Western Railroad” for the ASCE’s Civil Engineering Magazine appears to be the most
recent peer-reviewed work that specifically discussed Palmer and the D&RG. In three succinct
pages, Witcher detailed the construction of the Durango-Silverton rail line, focused on the
difficulty of the task and the technical achievements required to build it at such a rapid pace.
Richard G. Weingardt’s “William Palmer: Father of American Narrow-Gauge Railroads” in
Leadership & Management in Engineering in 2013 is similar in tone, while taking a wider
biographical scope. As part of that journal’s “Engineering Legends” series, Weingardt paints
Palmer as a heroic figure of the industrial age, an American renaissance man who pioneered
technologies and new communities simultaneously. This otherwise rich biographical history
omits mention of the strategy of coercion employed against nascent communities, the
consequences of railroad expansion on Indigenous peoples, or the long-term environmental
impact of Palmer’s life’s work. Witcher and Weingardt follow the bulk of the prior literature
written about Palmer or the D&RG, most of which was published in the first half of the twentieth
century, when unrestrained industrial development, westward expansion, and similar themes
were broadly celebrated as emblems of progress and modernity.
This celebratory narrative was arguably already present during General Palmer’s life, and
his first complete biography, 1939’s A Builder of the West: The Life of General William Jackson
Palmer by John Sterling Fisher, crystalized those themes. Fisher wrote the biography with the
assistance of Palmer’s daughter L.H. Myers and Palmer’s business partner Chase Mellen,
providing Fisher with mountains of primary source documents in the form of journal entries and
letters. Intending to celebrate Palmer’s legacy, the work is deeply sympathetic towards him.
George L. Anderson’s Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, A Decade of Colorado Railroad
Building 1870-1880, was published earlier, but is more circumscribed in topic. V.A. Farrell’s
“Short History of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Ry” from 1949 for The Railway and
Locomotive Historical Society Bulletin also positions Palmer as a hero of the West, who
conquered over a primeval land through advances in railroad technology. Robert G. Athearn’s
Rebel of the Rockies: A History of the Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad from 1962
stripped away the whitewashing to give a more fully textured account of Palmer and his railroad,
with expanded coverage of the financial gambits and business intrigues. Brit Allan Storey’s
“William Jackson Palmer: The Technique of a Pioneer Railroad Promoter in Colorado, 18711880” from 1966 in The Journal of the West also broke from the trend, with more attention
placed on the strong-arm tactics over another recollection of engineering feats. Richard Hogan’s
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Class and Community in Frontier Colorado from 2021 touched on Palmer and the D&RG’s
influence on early Pueblo, CO and Cañon City, CO. Duane A. Smith’s many volumes on
Colorado history mentioned Palmer and the D&RG in relation to the topics like mining history,
but this information was not brought together in a single text. This essay hopes to synthesize
much of this existing literature and reexamine General Palmer’s legacy using contemporary
newspaper coverage from local Colorado papers and the national press.
Early Background
Raised in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, General William Palmer worked on the Hempfield
Railroad in 1851. Save for a term of military service with the Union army during the U.S. Civil
War, Palmer remained within the world of railroads for the rest of his life. During a trip to Great
Britain in 1855 he toured coal mines, railroads, and factories which introduced him to the utility
of using anthracite coal instead of wood to fuel steam engines, narrow gauge rail in mountainous
areas, and the horrors of child labor.1 In a letter to Isaac H. Clothier he wrote “What a terrible
thing this coal is – and how many energies and thoughts it absorbs to the detriment […] of more
important affairs.”2 Coal was still on his mind after returning from England. Palmer took a
position with the Pennsylvania Railroad, where he warmed to the mineral fuel for environmental
reasons. He contributed to the publication of Reports of Experiments with Coal Burning
Locomotives, which concluded coal was a superior fuel for conserving forest resources.3
Continued use of wood as boiler fuel would have rapidly deforested the nation, whereas coal
could be mined in abundance.4
At the outbreak of the Civil War, Palmer left the Pennsylvania Railroad and joined the
Army as a cavalry captain with a troop of volunteers under his command. In less than two
weeks, he became a colonel in command of the newly organized Anderson Troop, which became
the 15th Pennsylvania Cavalry. His wartime service was colorful, brave, and deeply stressful. He
weathered a mutiny under his command, spied behind enemy lines, and endured imprisonment at
the Castle Thunder prison in Richmond, Virginia. In his letters home, General Palmer reflected
on his reasons for fighting in war despite his Quaker upbringing, focused on the moral evil of
slavery, and pondered how to resolve things once the hostilities ceased.5 He was promoted to
brevet brigadier general over the course of the war and was eventually awarded the Medal of
Honor for valorous action at Red Hill, Alabama.
Connecting East and West
Wartime necessity cut through the intractable Antebellum politics that prevented federal
support for internal improvements, what might be described as domestic infrastructure spending
today, with the passage of the Pacific Railway Act of 1862 (and amendments in 1863-66).
Before the war, regional rivalries prevented the construction of a transcontinental railroad that
could link the east to the west and everything in between.6 Much of the work was carried out
during the war by the Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads, the former starting at
Sacramento, California and the latter at Council Bluffs, Iowa. In 1865 General Palmer worked
with the Union Pacific: Eastern Division in St. Louis, Missouri as treasurer.7 Survey work
brought him into Colorado for the first time in 1867, and within a year he became director of the
Kansas Pacific Railway, with the goal of extending service from Sheridan, Kansas to Denver.
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The completion of the transcontinental railroad is typically understood to be the meeting
of the Union Pacific line with the Central Pacific line in Promontory Summit, Utah in 1869, but
the driving of the golden spike did not represent the completion of an unbroken railroad across
the nation. Union Pacific passengers travelling across the continent disembarked at the Missouri
River near Omaha-Council Bluffs, took a ferry boat on the river with their luggage, and returned
to the railroad to complete their journey. The Kansas Pacific and Denver Pacific crews raced
towards each other in the summer of 1870, building a different route that bridged the Missouri
River at Kansas City, ran west to Denver, and then connected to the Union Pacific in Cheyenne,
WY.8 On August 15, 1870 just east of the tiny town of Strasburg, Colorado between Denver and
Kit Carson, Colorado, the Kansas Pacific Railway finished the first permanent contiguous
transcontinental railroad.9 The Rocky Mountain News heaped praise on the extension and the
people who built it, “It built railways faster and better, and more thoroughly than any previous
organization of the kind, […] William J. Palmer stands without a rival in any of the groat [sic,
great?] requirements necessary for the building and completion of a continental railway.”10
General Palmer’s surveying work took him to Colorado for the first time, where he saw
boundless potential for new ventures. He remarked in a letter, “Man has to go to the mountains
for health, and he must go there likewise, if he would get a true insight into things.”11 With
dependable transportation linking the prospects of western lands with eastern investment, vast
changes to the landscape and how people related to it would follow.
For the Native American inhabitants of the West, railroads presented a major threat to
traditional ways of life and control over the land. During Dr. William A. Bell’s survey project for
General Palmer in Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona, Captain William Francis Colton
remarked that “the great and final solution to the Indian problem is in the speedy construction of
a continental railway.”12 Colton was General Palmer’s personal secretary. Bell differed
somewhat, writing that the “Pueblo Indians” who lived in towns and practiced agriculture were
“semi-civilized”, while characterizing the Apache and other nomadic groups as “Wild Indians.”13
In a letter to Bell that reads like a dime novel western, General Palmer recounts being stalked
and attacked by a group he presumes were Apache, whom he judged as “savages” that did not
“vanish” as Indigenous peoples were supposed to, making them a roadblock to progress.14 An
1870 article from The Rocky Mountain News reporting on attacks against railroad construction
crews suggested that “Few Indians can be between the two railroads, and the sooner they are
cleaned out the better”, endorsing General Palmer’s plan of raising a battalion of cavalry to fight
them.15 Easier, cheaper, and faster transportation across the country brought soldiers as readily as
settlers. These were not atypical views for the time and place, and they were consequential. As
Frederick Jackson Turner would later note, expansion on the frontier depended on the abundance
of “free land,” and the railroads accelerated the process in which the lands were cleared of
Native people.
Through his travels in England, General Palmer was already familiar with narrow gauge
rail technology, and he realized the value of developing a network of smaller, more nimble trains
to service the mines and developing communities of the mountainous Southwest. A report in the
Massachusetts legislature in 1871 said that in mountainous areas the narrow gauge would cost a
third as much as wider rails and about half as much in flatter areas.16 Narrower tracks enabled
faster construction in the difficult terrain of Colorado. General Palmer incorporated the Denver
& Rio Grande Railway on October 27, 1870, which he envisioned as running from Denver to El
Paso, and then into Mexico. Running perpendicular to the transcontinental line would allow for
easier development and capital investment along the entire line, branching out to service
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coalfields and mining camps. Railroad infrastructure transformed local and regional markets
through access to far distant market demands.17 General Palmer argued that for East coast
capitalists, “the best place to invest capital is in the West” with the aid of people like himself as
representatives.18 East coast capital agreed, even calling the Denver & Rio Grande “to a great
extent a Philadelphia enterprise.”19 The Rocky Mountain News in 1872 called Colorado a “suburb
of Philadelphia” in recognition of how much capital and how many people had come over the
rails.20 Former governor of Colorado Alexander C. Hunt’s support was also crucial to the early
success of the railroad.21 Hunt even accompanied General Palmer on trips into Colorado and
New Mexico to scout potential routes.22 However, his dream of building a line running a NorthSouth route was transformed into a network dedicated to the mines of Colorado and other
southwestern states.
City Building and City Breaking
General William Palmer bought land near Pikes Peak and founded the town of Colorado
Springs on July 31, 1871, as an alcohol-free community focused on health. His new community
was not the first to settle the area near Pike’s Peak. Colorado City was founded in August of
1859 in service of gold mining camps nearby, becoming the Colorado territorial capital
temporarily and eventually the county seat for El Paso County. The first narrow gauge rail line of
the Denver & Rio Grande between Denver and Colorado Springs was finished on October 21,
1871; it did not include service to Colorado City. The Georgetown, Colorado newspaper
Colorado Miner waxed poetically, “When the headlights of the Narrow Gauge flash their
civilizing influences on the land of revolutions, the country, as though touched by Aladin’s [sic]
lamp, will be transformed into one of stability, prosperity and power.”23 The railroad gave the
new city such a significant infrastructure advantage that Colorado City soon became defunct.24
As Colorado City withered, Colorado Springs flourished and became the center of political and
economic power.25 Within a year of the railroad’s arrival, Colorado Springs became the new
county seat. Pueblo’s newspaper the Colorado Chieftain, praised the rapid growth of the city in
1877:
After an interval of six years, to-day Colorado Springs is one of the best known watering
places in America, on the barren bluff is a model American city, with all the appliances
of education, refinements, wealth, and the most advanced civilization, with churches,
libraries, school houses, colleges, literary associations, and society equal to any in the
land.26
Colorado Springs fully annexed old Colorado City in 1917 and it remains as a historic district.
General Palmer continued to use this model of building rival adjacent cities to enhance his
business empire, founding significant communities across the state: South Pueblo, El Moro,
Labran (present day Florence), Alamosa, Salida, La Veta, Garland City, and Durango.
As the Denver & Rio Grande pushed south, General William Palmer’s business practices
grew more cutthroat. At a town hall meeting in Pueblo, CO in 1871, a representative of General
Palmer told the town’s citizens that unless they could pay the Denver & Rio Grande $100,000 in
extra construction expenses ($200,000 in some sources), that the town would be bypassed.27
Unwilling to let their town suffer the same fate as Colorado City, they passed a bond to pay for
the extra costs, and in a few months issued an additional $50,000 bond to pay for another round
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of unanticipated costs. The journey between Denver and Pueblo by rail cost ten dollars and took
eight hours compared to a fifteen-dollar fare and a twenty-two-hour trip by stagecoach line.28
Canon City was faced with a similar threat of infrastructure-based extortion in 1872,
when the Denver & Rio Grande built a rival town of Labran (present day Florence, CO) a mere
eight miles from the former. Within a year General Palmer’s strong-arm tactics worked, and
Canon City issued a bond to pay for the eight miles of track. The city also transferred ownership
of some public property to the D&RG to facilitate construction. Simultaneously, the company
worked to develop the town of South Pueblo, CO just across the Arkansas River from Pueblo,
CO. “A new town has sprung into existence on the south of the Arkansas” reported Out West. 29
In violation of the initial contract with Pueblo, General Palmer relocated the train station to the
newly built town, and the political leaders of Pueblo demanded their bonds back. To compensate
for the lost bonds, the D&RG simply raised the cost of transportation rates.
With no substantial legal or regulatory pushback on these aggressive, even reckless
business tactics, General William Palmer pressed on. Pueblo still wanted to become the
transportation hub that General Palmer had promised, but his breach of trust pushed them to look
elsewhere for help. Pueblo County issued new bonds in 1874 to finance work through the
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway (ATSF).30 The expansion of the Santa Fe Railway into
Colorado pushed General Palmer to gain a foothold closer to New Mexico.31 The Denver & Rio
Grande built an affiliated town named El Moro near Trinidad, Colorado, financed by General
Palmer’s Southern Colorado Coal and Town Company.32 Both railroads looked south to expand,
with eyes on the Raton Pass on the Colorado/New Mexico border. Lingering hostilities towards
the D&RG in Trinidad enabled the Santa Fe Railway to gather a work crew faster, so that by the
time General Palmer’s chief engineer arrived at Raton Pass in late February 1878, the Santa Fe
men had occupied it first and were hard at work grading.33 This sparked a conflict between the
rival railroads that lasted nearly two years.
The Royal Gorge War
The discovery of silver in Oro City, Colorado, now better known as Leadville, in 1876
added fuel to the fires of the rivalry. The mountains made construction of a route west of Canon
City prohibitively expensive, save for a route hugging the Arkansas river that narrowed
considerably at points with only enough room for a single railroad route.34 Unwilling to lose
more ground to the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway, General Palmer ordered his men to
construct over a dozen small stones forts along the route and hired gunmen to defend them. The
Santa Fe replied in kind. The media reported that Bat Masterson, Doc Holliday, and other
notable gunfighters joined the Santa Fe Railway’s side.35 An account in the Gunnison ReviewPress claimed the “wires were tapped by both sides, and there was not a movement in either
camp which could be kept secret from the other.”36 While no deaths were officially recorded in
the Royal Gorge War, newspaper reports were filled with talk of shootouts and narrowly avoided
lynch mobs. Fears lingered that mass violence could break out at any time in the Royal Gorge
canyon and Arkansas River Valley.37
However, the conflict between the Denver & Rio Grande and the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe was fought primarily in the courts while the gunfighters stood ready in their
fortifications. A leasing agreement in October 1878 seemed to offer a solution to the conflict,
with the Santa Fe paying the Rio Grande for use of already constructed rail lines and
construction of rival lines halted.38 During November 1878 alone, the Rio Grande shipped
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“nearly 2,000,000 pounds base bullion and over 4,000,000 pounds high grade silver ore” out of
Leadville, Colorado.39 By the following summer of 1879, the fragile peace was broken. Judge
Bowen of the fourth judicial district court granted an injunction to the D&RG that allowed them
to take control with the help of local county sheriffs and a massive party of deputy sheriffs hired
for five dollars wage for the day’s work.40 The Colorado Daily Chieftain reported that General
Palmer’s men cut telegraph lines between Pueblo and Denver.41
Gathering information from the telegraphic news that did get out, the Baltimore Sun
wrote: “Later dispatches received by Gov. Pitkin report a collision between the sheriff’s posse
and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe attaches [sic, attachés?] at Pueblo. The sheriff attempted
to take possession of the dispatchers’ office, when resistance was made, a dozen shots were fired
and one man was wounded mortally.”42 Conflicting accounts of the shootout make it difficult to
parse out what actually happened, but in the more colorful versions Bat Masterson was among
the crew that held out for a time in Pueblo.43 While the national media was focused on the
gunslingers, the next fight was already brewing in the courts.
General Palmer placed the Denver & Rio Grande into receivership to avoid (or at least
slow down) further legal challenges.44 Pueblo’s Colorado Daily Chieftain newspaper compared
General Palmer to a pickpocket or a horse thief that entrusts stolen goods to a third party to avoid
law enforcement.45 The receiver was H.A. Risley, an attorney for the D&RG and an old friend of
General Palmer’s. The Federal Circuit Court concluded that the receivership agreement was
intended to prevent enforcement of the previous decision and threw out the agreement as
fraudulent.46 Judge Hallet ruled the lease terminated and that the contested railroad route would
go into the hands of a court appointed receiver. The immediate conflict was halted, however it
did little to ease the financial issues that had built up over the last decade of rampant growth.
Expansion at Great Costs
In September 1879, Jay Gould of the Kansas Pacific Railroad bought a controlling
portion of shares in the Denver & Rio Grande while the stock was trading almost a quarter lower
than normal.47 With plenty of capital to spend (at least five million dollars raised), Gould wanted
to see the D&RG build into New Mexico and Old Mexico “as fast as money and energy can
extend.”48 Gould quickly set about personally inspecting his new investment, one of many
railroads in his possession.49 He was not a “hands off” investor. Gould controlled half of all rail
by mileage in Kansas, with little competition in many of the areas served.50 Gould and his ally
Russell Sage were elected to the D&RG’s board of directors two months later.51 The local
Pueblo press was not thrilled with this turn of events, imagining Gould as a nascent
“railroadistic[sic] dictator who will tyrannize over the people” and fearing that “Gen. William J.
Palmer may expect to […] be squeezed and thrown aside like a lemon which has done its duty
and outlived its usefulness.”52
A column the following week was even more dire in outlook, asking “Does General
Palmer own us body, soul and breeches, has he purchased us all[?]”; a far cry from their
outpouring of praise earlier that year towards General Palmer for the development of Colorado
Springs.53 In 1880, relations were normalized through an out of court settlement called the Treaty
of Boston. It established a ten-year freeze on competition for routes between the two companies.
Jay Gould again intervened, threatening to build lines parallel to the Santa Fe’s existing routes to
drive the latter out of business if the fight did not end.54 The compromise also depended upon the
route to Leadville being completed in a timely and orderly fashion.55 For the proscribed time the
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Santa Fe Railway agreed they would not construct lines to Denver, Leadville, or other points to
the West, and the Rio Grande would not construct lines south of existing railheads.
General William Palmer created The Colorado Coal and Iron Company (CC&IC) in 1880
in Pueblo, Colorado, a merger of the Colorado Coal and Steel Works, the Central Colorado
Improvement Company, and the Southern Colorado Coal and Town Company. The new entity
owned over 100,000 acres of agricultural lands, coal bearing lands, and future town sites. The
Denver & Rio Grande serviced the transportation needs of extractive and productive industries,
which in turn gave the railroad access to coal, iron, and steel at favorable rates.56 The company’s
steel mill in Pueblo was also the first Bessemer process steel mill west of St. Louis until World
War II. Pueblo’s nickname of “Pittsburgh of the West” was more than idle boasting. Later that
year, General Palmer’s longtime ally Dr. William Bell started the Sevier Valley Railway
Company in Utah, which was quickly absorbed (along with many other local railroads) by the
Denver & Rio Grande Western Railway Company. These lines were leased to the D&RG rather
than bought by the older company outright. The Denver Tribune celebrated the rapid growth of
South Pueblo sparked by the investments of the CC&IC, changing the perception of it from a
“dead town” to “one of the flourishing, go-ahead cities of the West” whose population doubled
in a year.57 As Gould’s control over the D&RG grew, Palmer secured power elsewhere.
Building the Mexican National Railway
During Mexican President Porfirio Diaz’s second term in office in 1880, the Denver &
Rio Grande was in contention with the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe for building a railway
that would allow for service between El Paso and Mexico City.58 An 1872 article reprinted in
Out West from the Philadelphia Press imagined that with proper rail connections:
The production of Mexico – its gold and silver, tin, copper, and quick-silver[mercury]; its
wheat, corn, and hemp; its cotton, wool, sugar, coffee, tobacco, rice, chocolate, olives; its
mahoganies, precious woods, oils, dyes and drugs; its leather, hides, and tallow, its
tropical fruits, its curious native potteries and works of art and bijouterie [jewelry and
trinkets] – all will reach this country most directly by the railways which bind us
together.59
The Rocky Mountain News looked forward to the day when Denver would be put in “connection
with the ancient capital of the Montezumas. This is what General Palmer’s visit means.”60 The
narrow-gauge rail technology that had worked so well in Colorado was well suited for Mexico’s
rugged and mountainous terrain. In 1880 General Palmer was appointed president of the
Mexican National Railway (also called Ferrocarril Nacional Mexicano or F.C. Nacional), and
by 1881 construction was underway, with the Mexican government paying as much as eleven
thousand dollars per mile.61
The concession from Diaz involved two main lines: the Inter-Oceanic from Mexico City
to the Pacific Ocean at Manzanillo and the International from Mexico City to Laredo on the U.S.
border.62 General Palmer’s preferred route from El Paso to Mexico City went to the Mexican
Central Railway Company, ran by the same people as the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe.63 The
Mexican National Coal, Timber, and Iron company was created to support the railroad in the
same manner as the Colorado Coal and Iron Company.64 In 1881 The Mexican National Railway
bought the Texas-Mexican railway, which already had tracks running between Laredo and
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Corpus Christi that allowed for easy import of building materials from the United States.65 In
1883 they bridged the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo River, allowing rail traffic to cross the border at
Nuevo Laredo. By 1884, almost 725 miles of railroad track were completed, which fulfilled the
agreement with Diaz’s government. However, these lines were not yet connected to each other.66
Seven gaps in service between the constructed tracks severely limited their utility and made the
route uncompetitive compared to the Mexican Central’s route. Obtaining the funds to properly
complete the line required a corporate reorganization (now the Mexican National Railroad
Company) and further negotiations with the Diaz government.67 On November 1, 1888, the
International line between Laredo and Mexico City was completed (figure 2), fulfilling General
Palmer’s Mexican ambitions, albeit in a roundabout manner.68
Silverton, Durango, and The End of the Line
Following the discovery of gold and silver in the San Juan mountains of southwest
Colorado in the 1860s, the mining town of Silverton was founded in 1874. At over nine thousand
feet above sea level, Silverton’s growth was restricted by the high cost of transporting anything
through the mountains. Dr. William Bell bought real estate in the Animas River Valley in 1880,
anticipating that the region would be perfect for the site of a new smelter to service the mining
output of Silverton to the north. On top of the high transport costs, Silverton’s high altitude
reduced the efficiency of smelting the ore locally. The existing settlement of Animas City was
bypassed in favor of creating a new town more favorable to General Palmer’s interests,
following the same playbook the Denver & Rio Grande established earlier in Colorado’s Front
Range communities. General Palmer’s ally Alexander Hunt, having recently returned from
business in Durango, Mexico, is credited with naming this new community Durango.69
On July 28, 1881, the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad reached Durango, Colorado.
Reports from earlier in the summer in the national press suggested the railroad was trying to
establish a town within the Southern Ute reservation, filled with saloons and dance houses that
would require military intervention to properly police it.70 The following month, construction to
Silverton began.
The Leadville Weekly Democrat, in anticipation of the extension of the railroad into the
San Juans, wrote “Silverton will become the mining centre, while Durango […] will be [the]
smelting and refining headquarters.”71 After a break over the winter months, construction
resumed in the spring of 1882, and service between the mining town and smelting city began on
July 8th of that summer.72 The Baltimore Sun celebrated the development as opening “up the San
Juan mining regions which have so long been isolated.”73 With the output of the mines in
Leadville slowing down, there were fears they would unleash upon the Colorado landscape “a
large number of brave, hardy and reckless men” who would do anything for a profit, even
“hunting Indians.”74 Travel times between Silverton and Durango were reduced from three days
to three and half hours, and freight costs dropped by a factor of five. The regional boomed until
the Panic of 1893, which brought the price of silver crashing down.75 Remarking upon General
Palmer’s legacy during a visit to Durango in 1901, local newspaper owner and editor David F.
Day credited the city’s success with Palmer’s insistence that Durango and Silverton were
connected to his rail network.76
Work to expand hardly paused once Silverton was reached. On August 18, 1882, the
Leadville Daily Herald proclaimed the “Good News” that the Denver & Rio Grande was
planning to lay track at a rate “no less than” three miles a day in a blitz to reach Salt Lake City.77
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By October the Utah connection was expected to be made by the following March.78 Days later
General Palmer issued a defensive manifesto to fend off attacks on the financial stability of the
Rio Grande made in the press. He claimed, “There is no more valuable railroad property in the
[W]est than the Denver & Rio Grande railway, but the rapidity of its growth has prevented its
securities from being digested.”79 Less than a year later, in no small part because of the
breakneck pace with which the railroad was being built, General Palmer was voted out of the
Presidency of the Denver & Rio Grande. Shareholders valued consistency over bravado.
Corporate Conflicts
General Palmer officially tendered his resignation from the Denver & Rio Grande on
August 10, 1883.80 Initial company reports to the press framed it as a reluctant parting of ways so
that General Palmer could better focus on the Mexican National Railroad.81 The press did not
accept this explanation though, citing the injured stock price preceding General Palmer’s
departure.82 Frederick Lovejoy was elected president of the railroad in late September, reported
in the Delta Chief as a “result of a settlement of all differences in the Board of Directors” and
that he would enjoy the assistance of the “New York backers of the road.”83 However, General
Palmer maintained presidency of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad, the Colorado Coal
and Iron Company, and the Mexican National Railroad into the 1890s. Lovejoy did not last the
year, a result of bitter infighting over the relationship between the Rio Grande and the Western.84
Under Lovejoy’s orders, the tracks linking the Colorado and Utah railways were ripped out, with
the intent to starve the Western railroad line of traffic. The Denver Tribune reported that
“[Lovejoy] would be satisfied to wreck the business of the road unless he could have his own
way […] The bondholders, seeing their property being used for a game of ducks and drakes,
applied for a receiver.”85 The courts put W.S. Jackson in charge, an ally of General Palmer’s
from Colorado Springs.
As originally conceived in 1880, the Colorado Coal & Iron Company’s interests were
parallel to the Denver & Rio Grande’s, creating consumption through infrastructure
development. Connecting new supplies of coal and iron ore to existing refining and production
capacity brought immediate profit which made additional railroad construction cheaper. During
the earliest days of the Rio Grande, rails manufactured in England were imported through New
Orleans at a dear expense; local production made for much more efficient operations.86 With
General Palmer’s departure from the Rio Grande, people questioned the purpose of vertical
integration outside of those original priorities.87 A shareholder meeting revealed that the CC&IC
accounted for a third of the freight by tonnage that the Rio Grande carried and the railroad
bought coal from them for the nominal price of $1 per ton.88 Although there was significant
overlap in shareholders that held large amounts of stock in both companies, a group centered in
Philadelphia grew uneasy with the way the companies were effectively managed as one giant
entity and sought to formalize the separation between them. By 1888, the CC&IC was generating
five million dollars a year, significantly contributing to the economy of Pueblo.89 The company
merged with Colorado Fuel Company in 1892, creating Colorado Fuel and Iron; for a time, the
largest single employer in the entire state.90 Pueblo’s prosperity attracted many immigrants,
making it the most ethnically diverse city in Colorado at the time.91
Legacy
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General William Palmer’s influence upon Colorado and the West is immense. He was
instrumental in popularizing coal burning locomotive engines and bringing narrow gauge rail out
of Wales and into the Rocky Mountains. Technical innovation did not stop with the adoption of
narrow-gauge rail. The grueling demands of operating in the mountains incentivized early
adoption and refinement of new technology. An 1877 route through La Veta Pass required four
locomotives to haul a five-car train; by 1885 a single locomotive designed for the mountains was
able to replace the team of four. Average loads hauled by Denver & Rio Grande locomotives
increased from 6,000 pounds in 1873 to over 15,000 in 1890.92 The mountainous terrain made
for a perfect testing ground for air-brake technology. Finally, the Denver & Rio Grande’s
infrastructure allowed for easier access by scientific expeditions to remote locations in the West.
For instance, in the summer of 1877 Robert Lamborn accompanied botanists Sir Joseph Hooker
and Joseph Leidy, Ferdinand V. Hayden, William Henry Jackson, and others.93 Hayden’s survey
work was published as Geological and Geographical Atlas of Colorado later that year.
The Grand Valley Star celebrated General William Palmer “as a man who has brought
millions of capital to Colorado for investment.”94 Pueblo’s Colorado Daily Chieftain proclaimed
in 1887 that “The history of the D. & R. G. is the history of Colorado.”95 General Palmer was
floated as a potential Democratic party candidate for vice president in 1900.96 However, by the
next year he was ready to retire from public life and resigned from the presidency of the Rio
Grande Western.97 General Palmer joined with fellow Colorado industrialists David Moffat and
Eben Smith to invest in Charles Boettcher’s Great Western Sugar Company to take advantage of
the boom in sugar beet cultivation and processing. In 1901 for the twenty-fifth anniversary of
Colorado’s admission to the Union, General Palmer gave a speech to a crowd of five thousand
people, celebrating the achievements of the state at his home of Glen Eyrie Castle in Colorado
Springs.98 Later that month General Palmer gave away over a million dollars in stock certificates
to the people who used to work for him; ranging from two thousand to a hundred thousand
dollars-worth, engendering very complimentary press across the state.99 By one account, a
passenger agent had to be revived with smelling salts after opening his mail to find a check for
$35,000; adjusted for inflation that would be over $750,000 today.100 The generosity of this
giveaway only hints at how much wealth he accrued. He also gave money to public parks,
libraries, schools, hospitals, and a school for the deaf.101 William Jackson Palmer died on March
13, 1909. According to his obituary in the New York Times the following day, his estate was
valued at $15,000,000, or over $375 million adjusted for inflation.102
General William Palmer, along with contemporary railroad men like Dr. John Evan, W.
A. H. Loveland, and Otto Mears, left an indelible mark upon the western United States.103 For a
price, people and goods traveled with ease into areas blocked by mountains or other major
impasses. What was previously described by some as “impenetrable wilderness” gave way to
mining camps and industrial hubs; a legacy that today is both celebrated and attracts new
avenues of criticism. The same infrastructure that allowed for rapid settlement also enabled rapid
displacement of Indigenous peoples. Indian Agents used the railroads to recruit children more
efficiently for the boarding school system.104 The communities founded on extraction-based
economies were vulnerable to commodity boom and bust cycles. Folded industries left behind
leaky abandoned mines, smokestacks, and slag piles large enough to become EPA Superfund
sites.105 These impacts are missing from the romanticized histories about General Palmer and the
Denver & Rio Grande. Erased from the celebratory narratives, the absence of these controversial
aspects of his legacy hid the costs of how the West was built, influencing generations after him
to model their own actions after his without understanding the inherent risks.
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The difference between how Eastern and Western newspapers covered him is notable.
Local media was often critical of how his business empire affected people in Colorado, while in
the East much of the news coverage was centered on stock performance and the rate of
expansion. Also of note is the relatively rapid shift in coverage from local source like the
Colorado Daily Chieftain calling him a monster for his strong-arm business tactics during the
Royal Gorge War in the 1870s, to championing him as a hero who brought jobs and industrial
importance to the city of Pueblo in the mid-1880s. It was a point of pride that the Denver & Rio
Grande did not make use of federal railroad land grants, but was squeezing nascent communities
for funds a nobler path? Likewise, the methods used to adjudicate Spanish and Mexican land
grants in New Mexico with the help of William Blackmore helped fuel the rampant corruption of
the Santa Fe Ring; providing local demand and access to distant markets.106 All neatly absent
from contemporary national level media coverage.
The use of rebates and discounts between the Denver & Rio Grande and other assets in
General William Palmer’s empire provide great background for the impetus to regulate the
railroad industry.107 A modern forensic accounting of how the different companies under his
control subsidized and supported each other could go far to explain the murky internal corporate
politics that clouds the tempestuous history of the D&RG. Today, only two stretches of narrowgauge rail built by the Denver & Rio Grande are still in use: the Durango and Silverton Narrow
Gauge Railroad and the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad. Instead of extracted commodity
resources, they carry the indefinitely renewable resource of tourists.
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Figure 1. A map of the Denver and Rio Grande rail way network published in 1881 (Map accompanying
“The Scenic Route! The Great Denver and Rio Grande Narrow Gauge Railway,” Leadville Weekly
Democrat, Vol 2, January 1, 1881, 21).108
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Figure 2. A map of the Mexican National Railroad (Map by Henry V. Poor, Poor’s Manual of the
Railroads of the United States, New York: H.V. & H.W. Poor, 1891, 1055).109
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